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of firms 
still have 

no understanding, or 
haven’t heard of, the 
Apprenticeship Levy

 
 

 

For the apprenticeship programme to succeed, businesses 
need clarity and better communication from the UK 
government and devolved administrations

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC), supported by Middlesex University, surveyed more than 1,600 UK 
businesses in August 2016 to understand their workforce planning priorities and issues

expect to only partially 
recover their Levy payment

don’t expect to recover 
any of their Levy payment

are unsure
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Businesses in the dark about 
the Apprenticeship Levy

say reforms will increase their recruitment of apprentices

of firms don’t 
understand how 
apprenticeship funding di�ers 
above or below the £3m pay 
bill threshold for the Levy

expect to recover all or more of 
their Levy payment

51

Government should 
allow Levy funding to 
be used by business 
to support other high 
quality workplace 
training

Few businesses believe ongoing apprenticeship 
reforms will change their training outlook

For many businesses, the 
Apprenticeship Levy will feel like a tax

say reforms will improve the quality of vocational training in their sector

say reforms will have a positive impact on their wider training budget
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Many medium-sized 
businesses (50-249 
employees) will 
have to pay 
the Levy

say will fall within the 
scope of the Levy – when 
the Government insisted 
only the largest would pay
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Businesses across the UK hobbled by 
‘not-spots’ in their mobile coverage 

BRITISH CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE DIGITAL ECONOMY SURVEY 2017

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) surveyed 1,465 business people from 
all regions of the UK online in January 2017 to understand how businesses rate the 
overall reliability of their mobile internet connection, and to what extent they face 
mobile not-spots in their local area.

Almost one third of respondents report 
unreliable mobile internet connections, 
with the figure rising to 54% in rural 
areas.

It’s clear that the UK is lagging in the delivery of access to a world-class digital infrastructure. While there have 
been welcome announcements to roll out 5G in the future, it’s clear that getting all businesses access to 4G 
first remains a top priority. The Chamber Network’s election manifesto specifically calls for these issues to be 
rectified, and for the next government to provide all businesses with super-fast and reliable broadband and 
mobile connectivity to boost confidence and productivity.

Dr Adam Marshall 
Director General, British Chambers of Commerce

“

”

Of the businesses surveyed, 96% were SMEs, 22% operate in the 
manufacturing sector, and 78% operate in the services sector. For further 
information, please contact David Bharier d.bharier@britishchambers.org.uk 

Seven in ten respondents experience 
mobile ‘non-spots’, areas of no mobile 
coverage by any operator, or ‘partial not-
spots’, where there is some coverage but 
not from all networks, in their local area. 
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Firms rating their mobile internet connection as      
'not very reliable' or 'not reliable at all' by area type

 

70%
of respondents 

experience mobile 
phone ‘not-spots’ or 
partial ‘not-spots’

Respondents experiencing 
‘not-spots’

6%
of firms say 2G

is typical for their 
premises, rising 
to 15% for rural 

firms

25%
of firms say 3G

is typical for their 
premises

42%
of firms say 4G

is typical for their 
premises, falling 
to 25% for rural 

firms

Level of connection typical of business premises

  

 

91% 
of respondents in 

rural areas
experience mobile 

phone ‘not-spots’ or 
partial ‘not-spots’

56% 
of respondents in 

inner-city areas 
experience mobile 

phone ‘not-spots’ or 
partial ‘not-spots’
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